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Installation instructions

Backup camera
BMW Digital Cluster

The purpose of this installation guide is to provide users of a BMW 
digital cluster with a simple procedure for installing the Backup 
camera. Follow the instructions given below: 

Compatible with the following models: 
E82, E88, E90, E91, E92, E93, E60, E61, E70, E71 

Disconnect the battery.1
Open the truck, and disconnect the battery.
When working with the electrical system of your car, 
always disconnect your battery. 

Remove the interior panel.2
Remove the interior panel from the boot/trunk lid, 
Exposing the back of the latch.

Removed interior panel with boot lid latch

Disconnect the latch.3
Unplug the wire connector that is going into the latch. 
Now you can take out the press-fit trunk latch.

Disconnect the wiring and remove the latch 

Install the new camera latch.4
Reinstall the new latch by pressing it in, making sure the 
rubber cover is fitting correctly, and reconnect the wiring. 

Connect the provided cables.5
Connect the two yellow RCA video cables and connect 
the Power cable with the red and black connector. Road 
these cables with the existing truck wiring toward the 
front of the car, making sure no wires get pinched when 
closing the trunk.

Reinstall the new latch, making sure the rubber sits 
correct.

Installed backup camera
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Run the software update.9
Reconnect your battery and follow the Installing 
instructions for performing a software update step by 
step with everything connected.

Installation finished.10
Once all the above steps are complete, turn on the 
backup camera in the clusters settings. When the camera 
is working and reinstall the interior panel, digital cluster, 
and light switch.

The installation is now finished.

Remove your digital cluster and light switch.6
Uninstall your digital cluster and light switch to get access 
to the back of your cluster. Connect the Fakra adapter 
into the unit and coupe the yellow RCA cables.

Install the additional wire.7
Assemble the additional ground wire to the (36-pin) 
cluster connector. The wire has a crimp pin, so no solder 
is required.

Open the locking mechanism.

Connector (36-pin) digital cluster

7.1

Insert the ground pin (Black) into 
pin-connection 2.

7.2

Use a small flat blade screwdriver to push open 
the black plastic locking tab of the connector. 
The locking tab will only move about 1 mm out.

Locate the 36-pin connector plug into the digital cluster. 
The 36-pin connector is recognized by the number of pin 
connections and relatively large size.

Close the locking mechanism.7.3
Once the crimp pin is inserted correctly make 
sure to close the locking tab of the connector.

Pin-connection 1, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 of the connector 
are marked by numbers to correctly determine which pin-
connection is which.

Unistall your digital cluster and light switch

Connect the Fakra adapter

x
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Insert ground to pin (2) and 12V to pin (20) and close 
the connector.

Plug in the fuse adapter to supply power.8
Located your PDC fuse inside your fusebox.
Put the PDC fuse inside the first slot of the fuse adapter.
Put the fuse adapter inside the PDC slot.

Use the fuse adapter to get power from the PDC inside 
your fusebox
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